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examples and exercises is provided throughout the text. Additionally, the appendices 
contain a useful collection of sample programming assignments. 
The second part of the book is mainly concerned with the application of these 
principles to all the stages of software production, from analysis and d.esign through 
to implementation and review. 
Chapters 10 and 11 deal with the concepts of formal specification and verification. 
It is a fair criticism to say that these both significant and thorny issues are not 
treated in sufficient depth. For instance, although LARCH is used as the specification 
language, no formal semantics is provided and consequently the task of showing 
that an implementation satisfies the specification becomes obscure. Dealing with 
these issues adequately for teaching purposes will require a supplementary text. 
A secondary objection is the chapter sequence of the text, which should probably 
be relaxed when using the volume as a course text book. An alternative ordering 
could be 
Introduction to CLU - Chapter 2 
Types of Abstraction - Chapters 3,4, 6 
Specification - Chapter 8 
Formal Specification and Verification - Chapters 10, 11 
Software Production Process - Chapters 12, 13, 5, 14, 9 
Other Programming Languages - Chapters 7, 15 
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Algorithms: Their Eficiency and Complexity. By L. Kronsjii. Wiley, Chichester, 2nd 
ed., 1987, Price X24.95, ISBN 0471912018. 
This introductory text on the complexity analysis of algorithms is attractively 
styled and moderately priced. It attempts to fill the need for an undergraduate 
textbook at a more elementary level than that of Aho, Hopcroft & Ullman’s The 
Design and Analysis of Algorithms and Knuth’s i%e Art of Computer Programming 
volumes. The list of contents shows a very appropriate choice of material with some 
emphasis on numerical analysis reflecting perhaps the author’s own interests. To 
illustrate the book’s scope, I reproduce the main headings: 
1. Introduction 
2. Evaluation of Polynomials 
3. Iterative Processes 
4. Direct Methods tor Solving Sets of Linear Equations 
5. The Fast Fourier Transform 
6. Fast Multiplication of Numbers 
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7. Internal Sorting 
8. External Sorting 
9. Searching 
Some of the obvious omissions are graph algorithms, randomized algorithms, and 
a treatment of NP-completeness. For the latter, the author advises us to refer to her 
companion text: Computational Complexity of Sequential and Parallel Algorithms. 
The level seems appropriate for a second or third year undergraduate and many 
examples are given in detail. Unhappily the remainder of my review must be negative 
in tone. 
My hackles rose when I read that “the (time) complexity of the algorithm is 
O(log n), read ‘order log n’ if the processing by the algorithm of the problem instance 
of size n takes the time proportional to log n.” Now the 0- (big-oh) notation is so 
useful and so fundamental in complexity analysis that it is of serious concern when 
an introductory text misuses it throughout. We say that g(n) = O(f(n)), or g(n) is 
O(f(n)), if there is a constant c>O such that Ig(n)ls c/f(n)1 for all (sufficiently 
large) n. Thus “g = O(4)” essentially expresses an upper bound on the size of g, for 
example, “8n(log n) = O(n’)“, and so to write an expression of the form “g 2 O(f)” 
is practically meaningless. There is of course a corresponding notation for lower 
bounds: g(n) = Ln(f(n)), (or equivalently g(n) ?n(f(n))), if there is a constant 
c > 0 such that Ig( n)] 2 clf( n)l for all (sufficiently large) n. The notation “g = O(f)“, 
meaning “g = O(f) and g =0(f)“, is also used, and corresponds to the informal 
phrase “g is of orderf”. 
There are very few explicitly presented theorems with proofs, but the quality of 
the proofs is often deplorable. For example, the first ‘proved’ theorem (2.3.2) 
(credited by Knuth to Garsia) has as a corollary that n ‘active’ multiplications are 
required to evaluate an nth degree polynomis’l without pre-processing the 
coefficients. The inductive proof begins, curio&y enough, with the case n = 0. 
Though there should be nothing to prove, the author claims (incorrectly) that some 
multiplication must occur. Next, for n = 1, the claim that any nonsingular 2 x 2 
matrix has at least 3 nonzero entries is used. Finally, when the crux of the inductive 
step is reached in considering the first ‘active’ multiplication, only a trivial special 
case is dealt with. The most plausible explanation for this is a confusion of ‘first 
active multiplication’ and ‘first active operation’. In any case the consequence is to 
miss the central idea in Garsia’s proof of using matrix rank as a complexity measure. 
The present ‘proof’ tries to use just the number of nonzero columns. 
Another seriously flawed proof is that for the time bound of the Schiinhage- 
Strassen integer multiplication algorithm. The inductive proof is supposed to prove 
that T’(n) s C’ log n loglog n for suitable C’. A suitable C’ yields a base case at 
II = 4, but then the inductive step uses the inequality, “for large n, 1 + 5 log, n == 
$ log, n”, which actually needs n 5 64. Even after this, the step does not come out 
right and succeeds only in proving T’(n) s O(log n loglog n), i.e. the constant C’ is 
not maintained. 
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A third example is in the treatment of the median-finding algorithm of Blum et 
al. We find in an attempt to bound the average number of comparisons a bald 
assertion, amounting to the assumption that the rank of the median of the medians 
of the subsets into which the whole set is partitioned is uniformly distributed. (This 
is even on the page immediately before an exercise about using the median of three 
elements in Quicksort as a partitioning element likely to have a fairly central rank!) 
And those familiar with this algorithm will be surprised to see the proof continuing 
with an induction beginning at n = 2, since the algorithm has several steps of the 
form: “The process then proceeds to pairwisely merge the shorter arrays into arrays 
of length 15, with a dummy element is added after the merge of each pair” (sic). 
The number of careless slips is milch too large, and some of them could be very 
misleading for the reader. For examples, the algorithm for creating a heap is 
superficially plausible but is quite wrong because paths are traced towards the root 
rather than towards the leaves. It fails even on the illustrating example. 
From the Introduction: “Let us consider x3r. It cannot be calculated in fewer 
than eight multiplications, i.e. (sic) x, x2, x4, x8, x16, x”~, x2’, x3’, x3’.” But what 
about x, x2, x4, x5, x1’, xl’, x2’, x3’? 
In the analysis of Karatsuba and Ofman’s algorithm, the recurrence T(n) G 
3 T(n/2) + cn is supposed to imply T(2”) < ~(3” - 2”). Unfortunately, in the transla- 
tion from Knuth’s analysis the term cn should have become cn/2, and the above 
implication is invalid. The author proceeds by first choosing constant c “to be 
‘somewhat larger’ than its original value”. This gets us up to the base case. Next, 
in the inductive step, an erroneous 2k appears in place of a 2ki’, and the proof is 
completed! 
The incidence of purely typographical or grammatical errors is also intolerable, 
and rather surprising since this is a second edition of a book first published in 1979. 
This work could be useful to an experienced researcher as a source of material 
for teaching an algorithms course, but only at the high price of eternal vigilance. 
There are many misconceptions and outright blunders to be circumvented, and no 
unguided student should be exposed to the book. 
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Introduction to Combinators and h-calculus. By J. Roger Hindley and Jonathan P. 
Seldin. Mathematical Society Student Texts 1, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1986, 360 pages, Price X8.95 paperback, ISBN O-521-31839-4, 
E27.50 hardbound, ISBN O-521-268966. 
Combinatory logic and the h-calculus play a fundamental role in Computer 
Science. Computability theory, programming language semantics and language 
